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Abstract. Multi-robot applications typically are designed as either homogeneous or heteroge-
neous systems concerning their software and hardware design. While technologies developed
for homogeneous systems provide robustness against failures, they lack versatility concerning
applicability. For heterogeneous systems, this observations is true vice versa: While they can
be applied to versatile use cases, failures are hard to compensate. We propose the class of
multipotent systems to merge the benefits of heterogeneous and homogeneous robot systems.
For achieving this, we equip an ensemble consisting of mobile robots with self-organisation
abilities enabling it to autonomously adapt itself on coalition level as well as on capability
level.
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10.1 Motivation

Yet another multi-robot programming framework, are you serious? The last decade
has seen a multitude of different applications and frameworks all having the pur-
pose to deploy multi-robot systems for versatile use cases. The spectrum ranges
from search and rescue applications [38, 8, 43, 9] over such used for distributed
surveillance of critical infrastructure [34, 35, 52] to those dedicated to environmen-
tal research [51, 12, 46]. So why is another framework necessary? The sheer num-
ber of different applications, robot designs, and programming frameworks shows:
For each new use case the wheel is reinvented over and over again, new robots
with new capabilities for new applications have to be invented, designed, built, and
programmed with individualised software. We see, requirements concerning the ca-
pabilities of robots (e.g., measure certain parameters or interact with the environ-
ment) typically change in different use cases, but also in the course of operating
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in a specific one. With the approach proposed in this paper, we aim at overcom-
ing this need for specialisation. By separating the concept of capabilities from that
of robots in addition to equipping the system with self-adaptation (SA) and self-

organisation (SO) abilities, we enable multi-robot systems to be adapted before and
autonomously adapt to changing requirements at runtime, following the specifica-
tion paradigm [20] as known from the Organic Computing domain [47, 37]. We use
the terms self-adaptation and self-organisation following the definition of [1]:

Self-adaptive systems work in a top-down manner. They evaluate their own
global behaviour and change it when the evaluation indicates that they are
not accomplishing what they were intended to do, or when better function-
ality or performance is possible. Such systems typically operate with an ex-
plicit internal representation of themselves and their global goals.

Self-organising systems work bottom-up. They are composed of a large
number of components that interact according to simple and local rules. The
global behaviour of the system emerges from these local interactions, and
it is difficult to deduce properties of the global system by studying only the
local properties of its parts. Such systems do not use internal representa-
tions of global properties or goals; they are often inspired by biological or
sociological phenomena.

To demonstrate the necessity as well as to evaluate the functionality of our frame-
work, we apply our techniques to the case study of ScORe missions [32]. ScORe
missions are structured in tasks, where an autonomous system (denominated as
ensemble in the following) needs to cooperatively Search for certain parameters,
continiously Observe those, and React to critical situations. As running example for
such a ScORe mission, the scenario of a chemical accident involving a gas leak is
illustrated in Fig. 10.1. Repeatedly, such accidents immensely impair peoples’ daily
life (e.g., accident at BASF in Germany, 2016 or at Arkema in Texas, 2017). During
the initial Search task, the ensemble has to cooperatively determine the most harm-
ful gas type as well as its source. In the subsequent continuous Observation task,
the dissemination of the detected gas has to be tracked while also critical infras-
tructure (e.g., hospitals) needs to be monitored by the ensemble. If the gas reaches
a critical area, in a React task the ensemble has to alert endangered civilians. Like
Fig. 10.1 illustrates, in each task other capabilities are required which have to be
provided by the robots participating in the task. For fulfilling these requirements,
current approaches [43, 9, 34, 12] introduce appropriately configured robots (con-
cerning hardware and software) for each task. This strategy has multiple drawbacks:

D1) Resource and engineering overhead: The amount of needed robots grows pro-
portionally with the amount of different tasks and use cases.

D2) Tradeoff between robustness or versatility: On the one hand, within heteroge-
neous systems (consisting of robots each with individual hardware and software),
the heterogeneity in robots leads to reduced robustness against failures, i.e., if a spe-
cialised robot breaks down, it has to be replaced by an equivalently configured one.
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Fig. 10.1: Example of a ScORe mission. The upper part serves as a legend. The lower part
shows possible ensemble configurations and task assignments in the course of that mission
(dependencies ordered from left to right, including parallel execution) [25].

Homogeneous systems (consisting of robots equal to each other concerning their
hardware and software) on the other hand are specialists in solving one dedicated
task and can not be used within others.

D3) Planning and allocation complexity: Creating plans that define the procedure
of execution for tasks is NP-complete [13] while allocating those tasks to agents is
np-hard worsened through “larger team sizes and greater heterogeneity of robots and
tasks” [16].

To exemplify how we want to overcome these drawbacks, we concretise our objec-
tives in Section 10.2. Achieving these objectives, multiple technologies have to be
developed and integrated with already existing ones. In this paper, we focus on the
software architecture necessary for supporting all of them. In Section 10.3, we illus-
trate how our concept of a layered architecture supports achieving these objectives
and how the needed technologies and algorithms are situated within different layers.
Thereby, we constitute how we delimit our approach from those of others. In Sec-
tion 10.6, we give an overview of results we found so far as well as an outlook for
the next topics we will investigate in the near future.

10.2 Objectives

The objective of our work is threefold as we want to overcome the three main draw-
backs of current approaches introduced in Section 10.1. To achieve this we introduce
the new system class of multipotent systems, merging the benefits from current ho-
mogeneous and heterogeneous systems.
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The term multipotency is an analogy from biology which fits very smoothly into the
context, as multipotent progenitor cells are able to adapt their functionality when
brought into new environments [18]. The new system class of multipotent systems
is characterised by its homogeneity concerning the software running on each of the
system’s participants (homogeneity at design time) and its adaptable heterogeneity
concerning their provided capabilities (heterogeneity at runtime). By this, benefits
from both kinds of systems are inherited. On the one hand, with their run time het-

erogeneity, agents of multipotent systems can be configured very individually to re-
produce the versatility of heterogeneous systems [31]. On the other hand, with their
design time homogeneity, agents in multipotent systems easily can compensate for
each other in case of failures as it can be done in homogeneous systems. These char-
acteristics are exploited to tackle D1 – D3:

For D1, we exploit the ability to reconfigure the ensemble’s robots in terms of their
capabilities. In comparison to related literature on autonomous, homogeneous or het-
erogeneous multi-robot systems [14, 46, 33, 10], we do not need to provide appro-
priately configured robots for each of these tasks but enable the system to adapt to
changing requirements in reconfiguration phases (cf. R1, R2, R3 in Fig. 10.1). This
approach reduces the needed amount of robots. In our example in Fig. 10.1, a conven-
tional heterogeneous system would need 24 devices (10 devices in S, 3+5 additional
differently configured devices in cO, and further 6 differently configured devices in
Re). With our approach exploiting the reconfiguration capabilities of robots, we only
need 10 devices that can be configured appropriately in each phase.

To tackle D2 by increasing robustness, we propose appropriate SA-SO abilities to
compensate for failures of different kinds which cannot be planned for at design time
(e.g., break down of robots or sensors). As homogeneous systems are robust against
interferences per definition [4], this characteristic can also be proposed for multipo-
tent systems. To achieve an autonomous-as-possible execution of user-defined tasks,
we need to further endow our robots with SA-SO abilities which reduces the number
of needed interactions between user and ensemble to a minimum. To enable versatil-
ity of the system, we propose SA-SO mechanisms such as coalition formation [45] or
resource allocation [7] to adapt to unforeseen situations (e.g., changed environmental
conditions).

To address D3, we reduce the problem of multi-agent planning to that of single-agent
planning [28] by considering the ensemble as one entity (the collective acts as a sin-
gle agent). Thereby, we map the problem of multi-robot task allocation (MRTA) [16]
from the class of multi-robot tasks, multi-task robots (MR-MT) to the class of single-

robot tasks, multi-task robots (SR-MT) [16]. This is possible in multipotent sys-
tems when collective algorithms originally designed for homogeneous systems (e.g.,
swarm robotic algorithms [4, 49, 42]) implement the actions used for task execu-
tion. Actions of individuals do not have to be planned in such algorithms, but only
to be triggered in the form of local rules that collectively produce a desired emer-
gent effect. Our objective is to create plans for ScORe missions on ensemble instead
of agent level. These tasks then should be executed collectively by using SA-SO
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abilities of the ensemble, where possible (otherwise, we have to fall back on classic
planning). This strategy facilitates the act of planing for collectives so that plans are
calculated straightforward and adapted at run time [28].

Summed up, our multi-robot programming framework for multipotent systems eases
the act of programming, employing, and maintaining ensembles.

10.3 Methodologies

To implement our approach that comes by the drawbacks introduced in Section 10.2,
we propose a layered software architecture to be implemented by all robots in the
ensemble. This architecture supports all necessary functionalities needed to enable
a multipotent system. Each layer encapsulates its own concepts and algorithms de-
signed to enable SA-SO (cf. Fig 10.2). In the following, we first introduce our archi-
tecture including a specification of purposes for each of its layer. Second, we give
a brief overview of algorithm classes needed to enable SA-SO. For all algorithms,
we assume that robots are able to communicate without restrictions (i.e., through
wireless connections such as WiFi or LTE).

10.3.1 Layered Multi-Agent System Architecture

To enable modularity and adaptability needed to come by D1 – D3 with SA and SO
(cf. Section 10.2), we model each of our robots as a Jadex Active Components Frame-

work Platform [5] and denote it as agent a ∈ A of our ensemble A. Besides offering
a communication middleware convenient for many SA and SO functionalities, this
framework offers the possibility to dynamically load and unload components from a
platform. We exploit this feature to build the core feature of our approach: Dynam-
ically exchanging capabilities of robots. From a software perspective, each of the
robots in the ensemble is equal to the others (homogeneity at design time). We show
the representative software design of one of these platforms (robot a1) in Fig. 10.2. In
this layered architecture, we assign special functionalities to each layer, dedicated to
solving the user-defined task on a different level of abstraction. In Fig. 10.2, we fur-
ther depict needed communication in terms of inter-platform communication with
other system participants {a1, ...,an+1} and communication with the system’s user
that introduces the current ScoRe mission. To obtain modularity, communication is
restricted to only happen between vertically (intra-/ inter-platform) and horizontally
adjacent layers (inter-platform). In the following the different layers, their function-
ality and interaction is presented in detail.

Task Layer: The task layer serves as relay between the system’s user and the en-
semble. As the user defines a new ScORe mission, this mission is broadcasted to the
ensemble (no dedicated robot has to be selected by the user). Robots receiving the
mission will start to analyse it and try to decompose ScORe tasks for the ensemble.
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Fig. 10.2: Layered system architecture focusing on robot a1 of a multipotent ensemble A and
its interactions (solid arrows) with the user as well as other agents {a2, ...,an} ∈ A. Dashed
arrows symbolise an instantiation on the ensemble, agent, and capability layer, valid for exe-
cuting a ScORe mission. For a specific ScORe mission, typically multiple ScORe Tasks have
to be solved. Ensemble programmes coordinate multiple agents. Agent programmes may rely
on multiple capabilities which themselves may require multiple hardware modules.

Therefore we use Hierarchical Task Networks (HTN) [15] that are especially handy
for autonomous systems deployed in real-world environments. In an adapted version
we propose, HTN offer a promising combination of external user control (through
designed decomposition of complex tasks into primitive tasks) and an appropriate
degree of freedom to enable autonomous decisions within the executing ensemble.
Consequently, ScORe missions are represented as complex tasks in the HTN while
the user-defined task is the root node of the network. After one robot has achieved
a valid decomposition, information about the resulting ScORe tasks (i.e., the primi-
tive tasks in the HTN) is distributed within the ensemble. This step is asynchronously
done in parallel by all robots and thus multiple (different) decompositions may occur.
The ensemble has to synchronise results and determine one solution to be executed
(cf. Fig. 10.2). Execution then takes place in the ensemble layer and its subordinate
layers.

Ensemble Layer: For every ScORe task there is at least one appropriate action
available to solve it on ensemble layer, called ensemble programme. An ensemble
programme encapsulates the logic for the cooperative execution of the associated
ScORe task. We implement ensemble programmes as SA-SO algorithms when possi-
ble, e.g., associating swarm algorithms like Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [53]
to ScORe tasks of class S. If no appropriate swarm algorithm can be found, we
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fall back on classical multi-agent planning [40] to create valid action sequences for
solving the ScORe task. Thereby, we often exploit the advantage SA-SO offers com-
pared to traditional multi-agent planning [28]: Actions of participants do not have
to be planned but are deposited as local rules on the agent layer (e.g., despite ev-
ery robot in the ensemble is working only according to its local rules of the PSO,
the collective achieves to find a global optimum as an emergent effect of the coop-
eration). The ensemble layer thereby is responsible for coordinating the distributed
execution. To increase robustness, the existence of multiple ensembles in parallel is
possible which work on the same or on a different task simultaneously. Additionally,
we allow horizontal inter-platform coordination on ensemble layer, e.g., to exchange
agents among ensembles when necessary. To enable ensemble programmes to be
suitable for not only one special ScORe task but for a whole class, we design them
to be parameterisable. All ScORe tasks of class S, e.g., can be handled by the same
algorithm where the parameter of interest can be injected. For instance, the source
of gas X in gas accidents like in Fig. 10.1, the highest temperature in case of fire
accidents, or highest pollen concentration in an environment monitoring scenario.

Agent Layer: The responsibilities on the agent layer are twofold. To execute en-
semble programmes, agents in an ensemble have to cooperate with each other. Thus,
while coordination of those cooperations is handled on the ensemble layer, the agent
layer is responsible for executing the appropriate local rules. Therefore, for all en-
semble programmes an accompanying agent programme containing those local rules
is implemented on agent layer. As exchanging information between cooperating
agents is often necessary within SA-SO algorithms (e.g., exchanging measurements
in PSO), we allow horizontal inter-device communication on the agent layer. The sec-
ond responsibility of the agent layer is to maintain a robot’s self-awareness on its cur-
rent capabilities and thereby its competence to participate in concretely parametrised
SA-SO algorithms (PSO for gas X obviously needs participating robots to provide
the capability to measure gas X). Thereby, the agent layer together with the ensem-
ble layer and capability layer is responsible to detect situations that need the agent or
even the whole ensemble to be reconfigured concerning their provided capabilities.

Capability Layer: The capability layer encapsulates the self-awareness function-
alities of each robot. Enriched by a common knowledge base that stores relations
between hardware modules and capabilities with robot specific knowledge (e.g., con-
cerning a robot’s geometric design), the capability layer manages the set of available
capabilities in any possible robot configuration. This information is essential for the
agent layer to determine its competence of participating in a coalition for a specific
SA-SO algorithm. Further, this information can be used to propose beneficial re-
configurations of the robots’ hardware in situations where this is needed. Moreover,
the capability layer is responsible for executing capabilities, i.e., is the adapter be-
tween software representation and hardware execution. When an agent programme
on the agent layer triggers the execution of a capability, the capability layer forwards
this to the appropriate hardware, collects up possible callbacks (e.g., measurements),
and informs the agent programme about the execution status. Thereby, the capabil-
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Fig. 10.3: Example of a ScORe mission execution. Activities on the task and ensemble layer
are executed only on a coordinating robot while activities on the agent, the capability, and the
hardware layer are executed on all devices. Currently, the physical reconfiguration has to be
accomplished by a user (dashed lines) that also introduces new ScORe missions to start the
overall activity.

ity layer encapsulates concrete hardware implementations from their usage in higher
layers.

Semantic Hardware Layer: To enable the capability layer to deduce available capa-
bilities from certain hardware configurations, as well as to realise actual execution on
real hardware, the semantic hardware layer is implemented as an adapter to the hard-
ware. The implementation of that layer is not in the scope of this work, nonetheless,
the interface to it is presented in [50].

10.3.2 Algorithms and Technologies

To enable SA-SO abilities of the ensemble and increase its autonomy, we integrate
algorithms from three classes that empower the agent to fulfill its responsibilities
defined in the different software layers.

Basic Ensemble Algorithms: We identified algorithms for forming coalitions (i.e.,
ensembles) consisting of appropriately configured robots for given tasks with a
market-based algorithm in previous work [30] (cf. form ensemble on ensemble layer
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in Fig. 10.3). Moreover, we suggested to resolve conflict situations (e.g., multiple
coalitions are found while only one shall activate the task, cf. activate ScORe task

on the task layer in Fig. 10.3) by leader election in previous work [30] that can also
be achieved in a distributed fashion, e.g., formulated as consensus problem [21],
which we are currently investigating in. To enable the self-awareness functionali-
ties of robots (e.g., needed for determine capability availability on capability layer
in Fig. 10.3), we design capabilities as agents within the Jadex Active Components
Framework [5] combined with semantically annotated hardware modules [50]. To let
robots safely cooperate, e.g., within bound areas, we adopt the collision avoidance
algorithm of [3] that works distributively and with only local sensors.

Planning and Executing ScORe missions: To enable HTN-planning on the task
layer, we provide an appropriate domain description language working with actions
(ensemble programmes) on the ensemble layer. This enables the design of reusable,
parameterisable HTNs which can be composed for different ScORe missions in a
modular fashion. To execute ensemble programmes, we similarly classify them ac-
cording to the ScORe task class they are associated with. Thereby, we develop en-
semble programmes implementing appropriate SA-SO algorithms for each class (cf.
select ensemble programme on ensemble layer in Fig. 10.3). For S, we identify PSO
to be fitting for continuously distributed parameters like gas or temperature. For dis-
cretely distributed parameters (e.g., objects) an adapted potential field method [27]
can be used where entities distribute equally in a given area to enable the observation
of the whole area. The potential field method is also a candidate to be implemented
for ScORe tasks of class cO. When, e.g., a cloud of gas X has to be observed, observ-
ing robots push each other off as much as possible while additionally staying where
a given gas concentration can be measured. Thereby, the tracking of the gas cloud
can be seen as an emergent effect. Algorithms for the ScORe class of Re are very
specific, as an infinite set of possible situations may happen during S and cO. We,
therefore, identify reactions that are commonly needed in most of the situations and
find appropriate SA-SO algorithms to implement them, e.g., formation flight based
on local rules for guided boiding [41] (control-one-move-all) to evacuate all robots
from an area.

Robust and Autonomous System: For achieving robustness and autonomy in the
ensemble, the ensemble has to be able to compensate for failures of robots as well
as failures in hardware providing capabilities to robots. For solving the first, we cur-
rently develop an approach to compensate for hard failures (break down of robots) as
well as for soft failures (battery depletion) with a transactional task execution system
using an extended coalition formation algorithm that allows for exchanging robots
among ensembles. For providing the second, we developed a portfolio approach (cf.
resource allocation portfolio approach in Fig. 10.4) for solving the multi-agent re-
source allocation problem (MARA) [7] to reconfigure robots within the ensemble
(cf. calculate agent reconfigurations on ensemble layer in Fig. 10.3) that combined
with a task allocation algorithm (cf. task allocation and task assignment in Fig. 10.4)
maintains the ensembles operability (cf. Fig. 10.4 [25]). Thereby, we are able to de-
termine resource (hardware modules) allocations in the ensemble to fulfill all task
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Fig. 10.4: An integrated approach for task and resource allocation (from [25]). Resource allo-
cation takes place when task allocation fails to re-establish a productive system configuration
(allocate, assign, and execute tasks). We use a portfolio approach to select an appropriate
mechanism (centralised or distributed).

requirements concerning needed capabilities that have to be provided by robots (we
exploit the possibility to decompose the calculation of a solution to the resource allo-
cation problem like previously done in the energy domain [29]). Consequently, when
there is no valid solution to the task allocation problem, the ensemble is reconfigured
to allow a subsequently restarted task allocation (cf. task allocation in Fig. 10.4),
assign (cf. task assignment in Fig. 10.4) and execute (cf. task execution in Fig. 10.4)
the tasks afterward (cf. the situations marked with R in Fig. 10.1, where the systems
needs to be reconfigured according to changed task requirements).

10.4 Evaluation

We already achieved some proof of concepts for the practicability of our approach in
simulation as well as in real-world experiments.

Real World Experiments: In the domain of environmental research, we evalu-
ated our system in its respective state during ScaleX Campaigns 2015 [51] and
2016 [23, 26] and demonstrated its functionalities during the FAS*2016 confer-
ence [30, 24]. During ScaleX 2016, an ensemble of up to five mobile robots were au-
tonomously coordinated by our software to achieve a large-scale temperature profile
with the Distributed Temperature Sensing (DTS) technology. Thereby, we proofed
our concept of controlling robots with Jadex as well as a set of basic ensemble algo-
rithms (self-awareness, coalition formation, leader election, and cooperative execu-
tion [30]). For realising the experiment, we instructed the ensemble to cooperatively
carry a fiberglass cable along which temperature measurements can be made within
every 10 centimeters. The cable was carried along a pre-scripted route in the experi-
ment area in a height of approximately 50 meters autonomously by a heterogeneous
ensemble consisting of quadrocopters as well as mobile ground robots. Task alloca-
tion, assignment, and the coordinated execution were performed in a SA-SO fashion,
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10m 10m 10m

50m 50m 50m

Fig. 10.5: Proof of concept from the environmental measurement campaign, where a heteroge-
neous ensemble consisting of four mobile robots achieved an airborne large-scale temperature
measurement using a fiberglass cable for Distributed Temperature Sensing measurements in a
height of approximately 50 meters.

respecting the robots different available capabilities (quadrocopters are able to move
to positions higher than 1 meter, mobile ground robots are not) and the tasks re-
quired capabilities (some tasks needed to reach up to 50 meters). A sketch of the
experiment setup including a proof of concepts achieved in this experiment can be
found in Fig. 10.5.

Simulated Experiments: We also achieved some first results in simulation concern-
ing the use of suitably applied and parameterisable swarm algorithms for the ScORe
task pattern. Figure 10.6 shows the progress of executing the particle swarm optimi-
sation algorithm in our simulation environment that can be applied to S tasks in the
course of a ScORe mission. The robots, therefore, need to be able to freely move
in 3-dimensional space (“flying”) as well as measuring the parameter of interest.
Robots use their self-awareness ability on the capability layer (cf. Section 10.3.1)
to determine their qualification for the task. Measurements are propagated in the en-
semble and the moving vector is adjusted according to the PSO rules (information on
the currently measured maximum concentration of the parameter, the local concen-
tration at a robot’s current position, and a certain random component to avoid local
optima). Thereby, robots that cooperate on the agent layer by executing the appropri-
ate PSO-specific agent programme collectively execute the PSO-specific ensemble
programme that is coordinated on the ensemble layer. This leads to the correct exe-
cution of a S task on task layer, requiring. In addition, we also achieved first results in
executing a potential field algorithm suitable for continuous observations and guided
boiding suitable for react tasks (cf. Section 10.3.2) in our simulation environment.

10.5 Related Work

Many projects investigate mobile agents and how they can support emergency man-
agement (e.g., Search and Rescue (SAR) scenarios) or environmental research, which
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both can be classified as ScORe missions. In the following, we discuss related ap-
proaches and point out their potential as well as their draw-backs in the context of
applying them for handling ScORe missions.

Current approaches can roughly be classified into two groups: (1) approaches, that
try to map principles found in nature to the development of systems consisting of a
multitude of simple robot agents (called Swarm Robotics [4]), and (2) approaches,
that use traditional AI techniques (e.g., planning, reasoning, learning, scheduling,
etc.) [43, 2, 22]. Approaches of group (1) are characterised by the fact that agents
only have very limited capabilities and are highly specialised for certain tasks which
limits their applicability for ScORe missions, as different ScORe tasks typically re-
quire agents with heterogeneous capabilities.

Projects following (1) can mainly be found in the domain of environmental/climate
research. Here, the usage of swarm robotic algorithms is more common than in SAR
scenarios as these systems are often only used to collect data but not to make com-
plex online decisions based on it. For instance, in CoCoRo (2011 - 2014) [44] as well
as in its subsequent project subCULTrob (since 2015) [46] autonomous swarms of
unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) and unmanned surface vehicles (USVs) (all
specialised in their capabilities) use swarm robotic principles for ecological monitor-
ing, search, maintenance, exploration, and harvesting in an underwater environment.
Other projects focus on developing mechanisms for solving single specialised tasks,
e.g., distributed environmental monitoring using mobile USVs. In this domain, the
NAMOS project (2003 - 2007) [6] uses coordination done by a multi-agent system,
whereas the project CORATAM (since 2014) [12] relies on controllers synthesised
with evolutionary algorithms. All approaches classified in type (1) have in common
that they reach their goals by using algorithms relying on very simple rules (e.g.,
finding consensus [48], cooperative transport [11, 36], or clustering [12]), that can
only be achieved by the collective as a whole but not by single agents (often de-
scribed as emergent effect [19]). On the one hand, this emergence brings robustness
and fault tolerance, as misbehaviour of single agents can easily be compensated for
within a homogeneous swarm where all agents are identical. On the other hand, in
complex applications involving multiple tasks (e.g., ScORe missions), problems oc-
cur after achieving the goal the swarm robotic system is trained for, as these systems
rely on additional guidance if interdependent decisions or actions must be made [4].
In addition, agents used in subsequent tasks usually need to have different capabili-
ties which is often not considered in these approaches, as the swarms usually consist
of homogeneous agents.

Approaches of group (2) appear to be more appropriate for complex scenarios. The
Swarmanoid project (2006 - 2010) [10] combines multiple mechanisms from (1),
e.g., to solve a precisely pre-defined SAR mission using heterogeneous agents, but
therefore relies on explicitly scripted behaviour. Other projects for handling SAR
scenarios often combine intelligent autonomous agents with different capabilities
for supporting humans in the SAR process. For example, the SHERPA project (2013
- 2017) [33] focuses on human-robot-interaction with UAV and unmanned ground
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Fig. 10.6: (A) shows the system previous to execution with the gas source indicated as coordi-
nate system (top left) and all quadcopters in their initial circle formation. In (B) all quadcopters
start to execute the local rules of PSO to cooperatively approach the gas source. (C) indicates
the state where the gas source is found by the ensemble (no collision avoidance is respected
in this simulation run). (D) shows the average distance of the quadcopters to the gas source
in meters (during one execution of the PSO) including the standard deviation as error bars,
continuously reduced with passed time.

vehicles (UGVs). The SWARMIX project (2011 - 2014) [14] combines human ca-
pabilities with those of animals (e.g., dogs), as well as artificial agents (e.g., UAV)
to create heterogeneous SAR systems. Systems designed for SAR scenarios consist-
ing of artificial agents only are often restricted in their autonomy, as they are only
able to react to predefined events. In SINUS (2013 - 2015) [43] or AirShield (2008
- 2011) [8] a wireless connection can be autonomously established over a long dis-
tance to stream data from an area of interest to a distant operator for further evalua-
tion. This evaluation and an appropriate reaction have to be determined by the human
user of the system.
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All of the described approaches have in common that they are heavily specialised
for their dedicated application and lack the ability to autonomously adapt to chang-
ing requirements (i.e., new capabilities are demanded from agents), which is very
important in ScORe missions. While certain approaches use SA and SO to adapt
to a changing environment, the possibility of reallocating the agents’ capabilities is
neglected. This hinders ongoing approaches to actually adapt to changing ScORe
tasks in ScORe missions or switch from one ScORe mission to another (e.g., from
environmental monitoring to SAR). Our approach instead allows for both kinds of
adaptation. By combining SA and SO principles with planning, we suggest a new
paradigm of instructing an ensemble. Being able to reallocate capabilities seems to
be the next step to enable real-world applications. We, therefore, will make this ad-
ditional degree of freedom utilisable and consequently will consider it throughout all
software layers. The resulting system architecture will allow robot ensembles to deal
with ScORe missions in general.

10.6 Conclusion & Outlook

We presented a layered software architecture integrated with necessary algorithms
to enable multipotent systems merging the benefits of both, homogeneous and het-
erogeneous systems. Therewith, robots implementing the proposed software, homo-
geneous at design time, can become heterogeneous specialists during runtime. We
already realised a basic version of that architecture [32, 28] and integrated neces-
sary algorithms for coalition formation [32], distributed leader election, information
distribution [30], coordination of collective behaviours [30], self-adapting and self-
organising reconfiguration of robot capabilities [25], and controlling mobile robots
(UAVs and ground robots) in general [51, 30]. Our current and next steps include the
design and implementation of 1) a domain specific language for specifying modular
hierarchical task networks (HTN) in the domain of ScORe missions and 2) of an
adaptive, distributed, and transactional algorithm to transfer task execution knowl-
edge in the case of failure for increasing the robustness of the system. To 3) achieve
consensus within the ensemble, e.g., during synchronisation of different planning
results on the task layer (cf. Section 10.3.1), we will appropriately adapt a leader
election approach [17] meeting all needed requirements defined of our system class.
We further will automate the act of planning by enabling our system to learn HTNs
[39] from data provided by experts so that learned valid plans are suggested to the
systems user.
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